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j
in that area when people began again to study ahsut ancient Rome; t. bring lack a lot

if the features that were /% typical .f the time if the Roman empire. Now are
t.4Seb±uri d iwn 4,

we t. say then that in this va.cut-I?) there is a gap? that dw.n t.

say represents the ancient Roman empire and then there is a gap "f 1500 years which
is nt typified by it

in not represented by it at all is net typieal of and then we have a re-

crudescence since 1450 if the attitudes and viewpoints if ancient Rime in recent years?
inma4natien

Is there a gap there? or are we to stretch our immagniati.n to an extent to think that

the legs here are five times as hug as the while upper part put together and that all

the period in the Middle Ages which used the name efRene but had nothing else in common
d4444

with, ancient mau civilization extended t"-ghUal1 this period anti we are still in it

flaw? We are certainly a let nearer the ancient Roman civilization today./%X# than we

were in 1300 A.D. fae nearer or in 600 . C. far nearerA Tsuch we are net anywhere
)

as near it today as we were say 150 yre. age. So is there a break there is there a gap

like these gaps like wetye j( seen letire and then a period which has enough similarity

to the preservation if the old Roman ideas'

When I was in Germany in 1947 I west into a street in Berlin where every house was

just a tippled mass .1 ruins and I had an addres3 "t a man that they were t. send my

mail in tare .f. I had this addreas and went to leek for this place and found a
which was there wit. --

house witA.uely the front if the house standing --a big house but it was standing

and you would step into the leer and there were big hales in the floor. There was a sign

up "y order if the city if Berlin people shall net ge abeve the first floor because it

0 is not safe" and it was just a mass if ruins. Yet that was the address I had. S. I

came cut to the front and thought Well I don't knew what's happened; I've gottentke

wring address evidently." And a woman stuck her head cut from the window if the base

ment and said Are you looking for airneley? An* I said lee. 11m licking for Pr.!.

Dr. So-and-so. who is supposed to have my mail. She said Oh, he0s up an the second flair.

Second floor down the hall Afourth deer. 5. I went up a rickety stairs there that had

a marked -- a sign in that you ,0.( weren't supposed to p up there; it was dangerous. And

I went dawn the hail and the fourth doer I found was shut. I rapped. S.r'.elsdy 44 opened it
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